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You know what really grinds my gears? 

Homework. 

I realize as being a freshman, I have not fully experi-
enced the truckloads of homework on sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors, but I think we can all sympathize 
with each other on this one.... 

Depending on how long you spend at school, we spend 
an average of 7 1/2 hours at school, and many other 
hours working on various subjects of work. Why do 
we go to school to learn and yet are depended to learn 
on our own time? Why do we pay teachers to teach us 
and they just tell us to work by ourselves on the mate-
rial they are (or at least should be) supposed to teach? 
Why can't we spend just a couple more hours at school 
instead of 
Doing it on our own? 

And that, my brother alephs is what grinds my gears. 

Adam Wolf 

http://research.unc.edu/

endeavors/spr2005/
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You know what really grinds my gears?! ~ Adam Wolf 
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Adam had a great idea with this, so I’m gonna copy off 
of him! ~Koby Picker

You know what really grinds my gears? Homework.  
AND homophobes.  Mostly homophobes.

When I went to SHS, I was surprised with the amount 
of homophobes there were! (Mostly stemming from 
catholic roots)

After further investigation, it actually turns out that 
ever since the Gay-Marriage ban passed in California, 
and a large percentage of those who voted for it were 
black, the blacks are actually at battle with the gays.

The hipsters have also joined the blacks in their epic 
campaign against gays.

And as Stephen T. Colbert so eloquently said    “Black
-gays are at war with themselves.”

And that, My Brother Alephs, is what grinds my gears.

Koby Picker
Props to my man, Adam
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“unless we [start] 

rebuilding our 

pirate population, 

the Flying 

Spaghetti 

Monster [will] 

punish us all” 

  Peltz’s Top 3 BBGILF’s (B’nei Brith Girls I’d Like To Facebook With)

The Church of The Flying Spaghetti Monster
“The Flying Spaghetti Monster (or 
Spaghdeity) is the deity of Pastafarians. 
They accept, as an article of faith, that the 
word was created by the Flying Spaghetti 
Monster, and that any apparent evidence 
to the contrary is being manipulated by 
The Flying Spaghetti Monster's Noodly 
Appendages for reasons known only to 
Himself. “

“one of the minority members of the 
school board expressed the view that 
Pastafarianism was just as logical as the 
Theory Of Intelligent Design. It has not 
yet, however, been added to the curricu-
lum in Kansas. “

“Henderson[’s]…  open letter tracked the 
decline in the numbers of pirates globally 
with global warming, and expressed the 
view that unless we started rebuilding our 
pirate population, the Flying Spaghetti 
Monster would punish us all by warming 
the globe to uninhabitablility. “

“The central belief of Pastafarianism 
is that there is an invisible and unde-

tectable Flying Spaghetti Monster, which 
created the entire universe "after drinking 
heavily."

The religious text of the Pastafarian relig-
ion is called the Loose Canon. It contains 
the Eight I'd Really Rather You Didn'ts.

All evidence for evolution was planted in 
an effort to test Pastafarians' faith - a form 
of the Omphalos hypothesis used by crea-
tionists to explain away the evidence for 
evolution. When scientific measurements, 
are made, for example, such as radiocarbon 
dating, the Flying Spaghetti Monster "is 
there changing the results with His Noodly 
Appendage."

The Pastafarian belief of heaven describes 
it as containing beer volcanoes and a strip-
per factory.

Hell is similar, except that the beer is stale, and 
the strippers have VD.”

—From the Hub of Inspirepub (AKA Sydney) 
Of Australia.  http://hubpages.com/hub/The-
Church-Of-The-Flying-Spaghetti-Monster

  T H E  G A Z E T T E

Risa Katz, Chaia BBG #220
This is a no Brainer. Although she is occupied 
by Juan, all AZA's love this wonderous Crea-

ture. Risa is not a girl, but she is a Woman, and 
a Beautiful one. I expect her to stay on top for 
the Rest of her BBYO career, which isn't much 

longer, but she has earned it.

3. Sarah Jessica Tucker, Chaia BBG 
#220
Sarah may be short, but she is a cutie 
and I could eat her up. She is just so 
small and cute, and if she unleashes 
her potential she could definently take 
the #1 or #2 spot if she just lives up to 
the hype. Otherwise she will stay #3 or 
potentially move back to #4.

2. Molly Huttner, Bnot Shalom BBG # 
407
Molly doesn't really win this position, 
but her Ruby Red hair does. I can sleep 
in there it's so comfortable. Another 
reason why she gets the #2 spot is be-
cause of her cute little dog Noah. Her 
dance moves with Sam Shiffman also 
win her the #2 spot, but if she stops 
dancing with Shiff, then she could drop 
out of the top 5.

1.

Honorable Mention: Becky Lord Star BBG#673, Rachel Rzepka Beresheit BBG # 2412 AND Ariel Barat Vivian Brown BBG #512
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David Samuel Weinberger
A Junior at University School

1. What color underwear are you 
wearing now ?

  Blue, with sailboats

2. What's your favorite snack?

Blueberry Morning cereal 
from post cereals

3. What are some of 
your interesting hobbies?

  Crew, Tennis, Cooking, and cars

4. What are 3 reasons you 
are unlike any other?

  I am different because I am me, 
myself, and I.

5. What is the origin of the name 
'Stew-bag'? Answer continues... 10,541 and 1/2 licks (counted one day)

    He likes bags full of stew

6. What are three lines (in haiku 
form) that perfectly describe you?

    Pure Strength and Power

  Flowing like a deep dark river
             I am at one now

7. How many licks does it take to get to 
the tootsie roll center of a tootsie pop?

Awkward Facbook ‘Likes’ by Brian Murphey “your just 

jealous he 

chose me over 

ur fugly @ss.”



5. Favorite convention?

...Kickoff 2006, beau 009 and JC 
aka Kallah 2009:theme undecided 

(pending)

6. Favorite snack? 

Carrot Sticks and hummus is al-
ways a fave

7. Favorite books, 
TV shows? 

The kite runner 
(even though it was 
summer reading, it 

turned out to be one 
of the best books ive 

read), i really like 
watching House, 

Entourage (my par-
ents turned HBO off 

Risa Michelle Katz
SEN10R at Solon High School

1. Top 3 favorite AZA members?

...How can I pick??

2. Favorite thing to do outside of 
school?

...I obvi spend a lot of time doing 
bbyo things, i like to run and speak 

spanish in my free time

3. Any hobbies?

...is this not the same question, but re
-worded?...tricky!

4. Favorite chapter of AZA and BBG, 
respectively?

...my heart and home, Chaia BBG 
#220 and my sweetheart chapter 

Genesis #2433

so i have to watch it at Gabby Shear's house) 
and SNL

8. The answer to life, the universe and every-
thing?

...dont sweat the small stuff, in the scheme of 
things it wont matter, or as my spanish teacher 
says "en veinte anos, que importa? en veinte 

dias, que importa?!"

9. Adam 'Stew-bag' Stewart's most attractive 
quality?

...well, everyone knows adam and i have had a 
thing since last year in pre-calc when fate 

brought us together.  we sat across from each 
other and i experienced his sassy-ness for the 

first time. Adam has always wow-ed me with his 
lightning quick math reflexs, illegible handwrit-
ing and marching band savvy. Not to mention, 
we get to hang out at genesis programs and 
conventions and he does a pretty good job of 

leading you hooligans

Office #:  202.857.6633 

Godol (Jared Rubin) #:  216.287.8514 

Sopher (Koby Picker) #:  216.978.0395

Genesis AZA 

Featured Sweetheart—Risa Katz!

Risa’s Profile Picture

(Hooray for facebook stalkery!)

We’re on the Web!
GenesisAZA.com!


